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156 min | Action, comedy, crime Three unemployed people are looking for answers to all their money problems - but when their chance comes, will they know what to do with it? Director: Friedarshan | Stars: Akshay Kumar, Sunil Shetty, Pharash Rawal, Taboo Votes: 56,333 12 | 170 minutes | Comedy,
drama Two friends are looking for their long-lost companion. They repeat their college days and recall the memories of their friend who inspired them to think differently, even when the rest of the world called them idiots. Director: Rajkomar Hirani | Stars: Amir Khan, Madhavan, Mona Singh, Sharman
Joshi Votes: 339,705 | Gross: $6.53M 153 minutes | Comedy, Crime Baburao, Raju and Shyam live happily ever after rising from rags to riches. Still, money brings the joy of wealth and with it greed to make more money. And so, with Don as an unconscious investor, Raju initiates a new game. Director:
Niraj Vera | Stars: Akshay Kumar, Sunil Shetty, Paresh Rawal, Pesce Basso Votes: 17,608 146 minutes | Comedy, romance A story tickles the ribs of two flirting who constantly flirt with women even though one of them is engaged. Chaos occurs when the fiance discovers that her son-in-law is about to be
cheating on her. Director: Friedarshan | Stars: Akshay Kumar, John Abraham, Pharash Rawal, Rimi Sen Votes: 13,786 143 mins | Comedy to avenge his insult against rich Hosciarch and Chudry; Pandit Shadiram Jarajuda asks Raju; Cool by trade to impersonate a wealthy business tycoon so he can
marry Choudary's daughter Maltese. Director: David Dhawan | Stars: Govinda, Krisma Kapoor, Harish, Kanchan Votes: 2,575 136 minutes | Action, adventure, comedy Four lazy crooks who are unemployed, homeless and bercow learn about the secret of a treasure hidden from a dying thief and later go
on a race against time to find the mobster's buried treasure and claim it while being pursued by a determined police inspector who is determined to get the treasure himself. Director: No Dre Kumar | Stars: Sanjay Dot, Fulchish Dashmach, Arshad Warsi, Jabed Jffrey Votes: 13,059 6 | 144 min | Comedy,
drama Three Bachelors who are coerceing women find their lives upside down when a baby stays on their doorstep. The trio suspect each other of being the father. Director: Sajid Khan | Stars: Akashi Kumar, Fardin Khan, Fulchish Desmach, Vidya Belan Votes: 13,189 | Gross: $1.21M 6 | 155 min |
Comedy, drama, family desperation to be with his only child forces a divorced man to take the guise of the child's nanny. Situations get really messy when the boy's grandfather (the man's ex-father) falls in love with his disguised ex-groom. Director: Kamal Hassen | Stars: Kamal Hassen, Amrish Puri, Um
Puri, Taboo Votes: 12,396 161 min | Action, comedy, drama Herbens Rai and Sanjit Rai are two wealthy businessmen who are decidedly despised by poverty and the poor . As fate would have it, Herbance Rai's daughter Madiu falls in love with poor mechanic Raja... See Full » Rector: Nadra Kumar |
Stars: Amir Khan, Ajay Dwayne, Juhy Chawla, Kajal Votes: 9,816 155 minutes | Comedy, drama, romance and love guru helps other men, woos a widowed single mother but becomes embroiled in controversies. Director: David Dhawan | Stars: Salman Khan, Govinda, Lara Dota, Katrina Qaif Votes:
11,113 | Gross: $1.06M 159 minutes | Comedy, horror, NRI mystery and his wife decide to stay in his ancestral home, not to heed warnings about ghosts. Soon, unexplained occurrences cause him to call a psychiatrist to help solve the mystery. Director: Friedarshan | Stars: Akashi Kumar, Vidya Belan,
Shane Ahuja, Amisha Patel Votes: 21,594 | Gross: $1.07M 6 | 163 min | Comedy, drama, musical and summer, fast losing temper re-positioned Goa where he falls in love with Rennie. But Somer's new partner, Sonny, has some plans of his own. Director: David Dhawan | Stars: Salman Khan, Akashi
Kumar, Priyanka Chopra, Amrish Puri Votes: 13,578 158 minutes | Comedy, drama, musical Kishan and Sonny's life are troubled after their female friend Prem sets them up with the name Bobby, leading to a web of lies and confusion. Director: Anis Bezmi | Stars: Anil Kapoor, Fardin Khan, Salman Khan,
Biasha Basu Votes: 10,611 | Gross: $0.68M 145 minutes | Comedy, crime, mystery Four lazy friends try to woo a rich girl, to live a rich lifestyle. Their plan, however, goes horribly wrong after they get involved with a notorious criminal. Director: Friedarshan | Stars: Sharman Joshi, Tosher Kapoor, Kunal
Hamo, Rajpal Yadav Votes: 5,041 12 | 166 min | Comedy, crime, a bored mystery of their wives, best friends, meet, Prem and Amar, reunite after three years and decide to have an affair - but instead be the prime suspects in a murder investigation. Director: No Dre Kumar | Stars: Aftab Shivadsani, Vivok
Oberoi, Fulchish Dashmoch, Amrita See votes: 5,868 | Gross: $0.16M 145 minutes | Action, a comedy set in Thailand and India, a case of false identity leads to love; And Adam and his family have hatched a great scheme to win the hearts of a woman and her greedy uncles and intrigue. Director: Anis
Bezmi | Stars: Salman Khan, Ein Tutumakal, Pharash Rawal, Mahesh Mangerkar Votes: 14,916 | Gross: $0.78M 137 minutes | Comedy Lilaram sells lottery tickets and one thout won the jackpot but died of shock after discovering he had won. Now, Lyram wants all the money, and so does everyone
around him. Director: Friedarshan | Stars: Pharash Ravel, Um Puri, Fulchish Deshmuch, Rima Sen Votes: 5,759 | Gross: $0.20M 134 minutes | Comedy, drama, shy musical Rajesh Malhotra escapes his tyrant father and meets Mina in a foreign land. Both lovers decide to get married, but when Mina's
parents object, Rajesh decides to win them over in the strangest way. Director: David Dhawan | Stars: Govinda, Karisma Kapoor, Kader Khan, Farsh Rawal Votes: 2,496 147 minutes | Action, comedy, romance separated from their rich father and each other, two brothers (Sanjay) Govinda) try to win the
hearts of their dreamgirls. Director: David Dhawan | Stars: Sanjay Dot, Govinda, Karisma Kapoor, Puja Batre Votes: 2,850 157 minutes | Comedy, mystery, thriller and drama band members get involved when framed for murder. Things go worse when they find their actress committing suicide, which is
somehow connected to the murder. Director: Friedarshan | Stars: Akshay Kumar, Govinda, Farash Rawal, Lara Dota Votes: 10,876 | Gross: $0.65M 140 minutes | Action, comedy, musical Arjun and Fayara Mohan are decent cops working together. The trouble comes after thieves Bud Mian and Chute
Mian, Arjun and Fayara's doppelgangers, commit crimes and the hesitant duo are accused of doing so. Director: David Dhawan | Stars: Amitabh Bachan, Govinda, Ravina Tandon, Ramia Krishna Votes: 2,641 6 | 150 minutes | Action, comedy, romance The whirlly adventures of a young man willing to
sacrifice his own love to ensure the happiness of others, and get the girl of his dreams married to the child of her dreams. Director: Rajkomar Sentoshi | Stars: Ranbir Kapoor, Katrina Kaif, Darshan Jarivala, Smita Jaykar Votes: 12,518 PG | 155 min | Action, comedy All Hell is released when a Muslim man
breaks a temple lock to save a little boy, so for his own safety keeps a Hindu name, where he starts making a web of lies. Director: Rohit Shetty | Stars: Amitabh Bachan, Ajay Daban, Abhishek Bachan, Ein Tutumkel Votes: 8,076 | Gross: $1.22M 138 minutes | Action, comedy, twin brothers and drama
separated shortly after birth, meet in adulthood and join forces to defeat their common enemy, a notorious criminal. Director: David Dhawan | Stars: Salman Khan, Karisma Kapoor, Rambat, Kader Khan Votes: 5,112 162 min | Comedy, Crime 2 down on their luck Men try to kidnap a wealthy
businesswoman's dog to demand a hefty ransom from her. Things go wrong when the dog disappears. Director: Friedarshan | Stars: Akashi Kumar, Sunil Shetty, Katrina Kaif, Samara Reddy Votes: 7,262 | Gross: $0.94M 140 minutes | Comedy, romance and crime partners Jai and Veeru set their next
target on a wealthy businessman, Rai Bahadur. Things get funny when they both fall in love with his daughters. Director: David Dhawan | Stars: Sanjay Dot, Govinda, Sequin Canna, Monica Buddy Votes: 2,184 | Gross: $0.08M 155 minutes | Action, comedy in Goa, Pritham meets his love Geeta after
many years. They decide to get married but the conflict between their children creates tension in their marriage. Director: Rohit Shetty | Stars: Chacraborti Recession, Ajayi Deben, Karina Kapoor, Tosher Kapoor Votes: 7,317 | Gross: $1.13M 134 minutes | Comedy, drama, romance Raju meets Ormilla in
New Zealand. They have a quick romance and things are going well until Raju must make a trip back to India. While he's there, he meets Sharmila, pregnant and managed by... See full summary » Director: David Dhawan | Stars: Govinda , Ormila Tondkar, Nagame, Um Puri Votes: 830 149 min | Action,
Comedy, Drama Man and From rival families who each pretend to fall in love, as part of a revenge plot. Chaos occurs when their fake romance becomes a reality. Director: Friedarshan | Stars: Akshaye Khanna, Karina Kapoor, Amrish Puri, Lakshmi Votes: 6,826 158 minutes | Action, comedy, drama A
man embarks on a quest to find his love in Dubai, only to learn that she has different suitors and fans. Director: Vikram Bhatt | Stars: Shaid Kapoor, Akashi Kumar, Sunil Shetty, Rimi Sen Votes: 4,465 | Gross: $0.36M 138 minutes | An action, adventure, comedy after secret study of treasure and fugitives,
a group of tourists embarks on a journey to find the hidden treasure from Bombay to Goa. Director: Raj Pandokar | Stars: Sunil Pal, Vijay Raez, Raju Srivastava, Asan Korashi Votes: 359 121 mins | Comedy, drama When beautiful new neighbor Sima falls in love with their shy partner Sid, both jealous
people Omi and Jay plan to break up the new lovebirds. Director: David Dhawan | Stars: Ali Zafar, Siddharth, Divindo Sharma, Tapasi Turn votes: 4,892 140 minutes | Comedy, romance and chaos occurs when a mentally ill little time crook tries to win the heart of a beautiful woman with comedic results.
Director: David Dhawan | Stars: Anil Kapoor, Govinda, Joie Chola, Johnny Lever Votes: 2,348 183 mins | Comedy, drama, romance three inseparable childhood friends just got out of college. Nothing comes between them - until they each fall in love, and their wildly different approaches to relationships
create tension. Director: Farhan Akhter | Stars: Amir Khan, Saif Ali Khan, Akashi Khanna, Priti Zinta Votes: 66,248 | Gross: $0.30M 157 minutes | Comedy, crime, drama A seemingly corrupt petty contractor faces challenges from the local municipality, his family, his employees, as well as an ex-girlfriend
and her family. Director: Friedarshan | Stars: Akashi Kumar, Tricia Krishna, Kolbhoshan Haranda, Aruna Irani Votes: 9,490 | Gross: $0.54M 161 minutes | An action, comedy, drama a man tries to be a better son after his intended wife-in-one rejects him and he discovers he's adopted from a poor family.
Director: David Dhawan | Stars: Govinda, Karisma Kapoor, Shakti Kapoor, Kader Khan Votes: 2,448 135 mins | Comedy, drama wants to earn fame and a lot, a small-time lawyer files PIL for a notorious hit-and-run, and so learns what it's really like to be a lawyer. Director: Subhash Kapoor | Stars:
Arshad Warsi, Amrita Rao, Boman Irani, Suraab Shukba Votes: 17,448 144 minutes | Action, comedy, crime Two petty thieves get on the bad side of two wanted criminals. On the run, they end up in Major's house, who takes them thinking they're good people. Director: David Dhawan | Stars: Sanjay Dot,
Govinda, Amrita Aroha, Nandini Singh Votes: 1,821 | Gross: $0.09M 139 minutes | Comedy, family, romance And a bizarre comedy in which Kush finds the ideal Indian bride dimples for his brother Libya and a series of comic and unexpected events. Director: Ali Abbas Saffar | Stars: Imran Khan, Katrina
Kaif, Ali Zafar, D'Souza Votes: 8,747 | Gross: $0.50M 169 minutes | Naïve comedy Raja is employed as an inferior waiter at the hotel. One day he serves and examines a wealthy K.K. businessman who lends him a suit, and gives him some money so that he can find... See full summary » Manager: Coco
Kohely | Stars: Govinda, Ravina Tandon, Simran, Aruna Irani Votes: 618 128 min | A comedy, drama, romance and a man takes his British daughter thoroughly to the land of his birth, India. There, he arranges her marriage to someone she considers a fool. The daughter tries to overwrate them, but the
groom quietly and patiently makes his plan. Director: Vipol Amrotel Shah | Stars: Akashi Kumar, Katrina Kaif, Rishi Kapoor, Clive Standen Votes: 20,510 | Gross: $1.21M 108 minutes | Action, adventure, comedy and a group of friends, just looking to make a good time at a rave party on a remote island in
Goa, discover that the island is infested with zombies. Directors: Krishna D.K., Raj Nidimuro | Stars: Saif Ali Khan, Kunal Hamo, Weir Das, Anund Tiwari Votes: 11,314 | Gross: $0.30M 139 minutes | Action, comedy, crime bank robbers, diamond thieves, the murder of a priest, a hyper woman are just
some of the challenges facing a senior police officer and mumbling. Director: Anis Bezmi | Stars: Anil Kapoor, Sanjay Dot, Akashi Hanna, Sunil Shetty Votes: 2,169 | Gross: $0.24M 131 minutes | Action, comedy, drama is about a lawyer who succeeds professionally by constant lies. His stubborn
dishonesty angers his wife, who threatens to leave him if he doesn't make things right. Afraid of... See full summary » Director: David Dhawan | Stars: Govinda, Sushmita Sen, Rambha, Anopham Kerr Votes: 1,912 145 min | Comedy, drama, romance and Samir is in love with Sonia but unfortunately lied
to her that he was already married. When she wants to meet his wife, Samir approaches his obedient sister, Naina, to play his wife, a drama that turns out to be a comedy of mistakes. Director: David Dhawan | Stars: Salman Khan, Sushman Sen, Katrina Qaif, Suhail Khan Votes: 4,547 135 minutes |
Comedy, crime three strangers with the same name, Laxminarayan, travel to Pondi with their missions. Chaos occurs when they are mistaken for each other as they stay in the same hotel. Director: Ashwani Dahir | Stars: Tosher Kapoor, Sunil Shetty, Pharash Rawal, Asha Dole Votes: 2,416 | Gross:
$0.25M 135 minutes | Comedy, crime, drama Delhi-based retired middle class tries half-heartedly to get his land back from a fraudulent property dealer with the help of his sons and their friends. Director: Dibakr Banerjee | Stars: Anopham Khar, Boman Irani, Parvin Debs, Tara Sharma Votes: 22,123 |
Gross: $0.03M 140 minutes | Action, comedy, musical Arjun and Fayara Mohan are decent cops working together. The trouble comes after thieves Bud Mian and Chute Mian, Arjun and Fayara's doppelgangers, commit crimes and the hesitant duo are accused of doing so. Director: David Dhawan | Stars:
Amitabh Bachan, Govinda, Ravina Tandon, Ramia Krishna Votes: 2,641 134 min | Romance Angeli Kana has always suspected that her husband, Sanjay, was cheating on her, and flirting with other women. In order to keep an eye on him and his activities, she asks her friend, who is... See full summary
» Director: Manoj Agrawal | Stars: Govinda, Rani Mukharjee, Johnny Lever, Farsh Rawal Votes: 1,660 | Gross: $0.08M 152 minutes | Action, comedy, crime A pair of reformed gangsters try to find a husband for their newly discovered sister, but complications arise due to incorrect identities. Director: Anis
Bezmi | Stars: Anil Kapoor, Nana Petkar, Dimple Kapadia, John Abraham Votes: 5,481 | Gross: $1.39M 140 minutes | Action, comedy, drama Akil, underdog and failure, deserve to know that his real father is a wealthy diamond dealer who is right and has passed away. When he's going to regain his
wealth, he finds out a dog inherited it. Directors: Sajid, Farhad Smaji | Stars: Akshay Kumar, Tamana Batya, Jr., Krishna Abhishek Votes: 7,494 140 minutes | Action, comedy, fantasy The gang encounters several spiritual bodies and discovers the truth about the Jamanda orphanage where they grew up.
Director: Rohit Shetty | Stars: Ajay Deben, Arshad Warsi, Taboo, Sharias Talpada Votes: 8,024 | Gross: $1.01M $1.01M
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